
Real time, 
real results.
How top brands use real-time data to create 
winning customer experiences at scale.
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Introduction
Real-time, contextual engagement is not a new ideal for 
brands, but it was never a top priority until recently.

It’s time for real time
In a newly released Gartner survey, marketers were asked what technology 
trends they thought would have the largest positive impact on their compa-
nies marketing activities in the next 5 years. The number one answer was 
not machine learning, programmatic TV buying, chatbots, or VR—it was event 
triggered/real-time campaigns.

Many companies have begun to address their need for real-time engagement 
by investing in mobile marketing platform (MMPs), which 80% of buyers say is 
for the purpose of “improving the ability to engage with customers and pros-
pects in real time.” However, even the best MMPs support only a few specific 
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functions; they are not a company-wide data strategy. And very few companies 
have the resources to custom build a continuous intelligence system capable of 
integrating with multiple applications in-house.

The result is most brands today are still only scratching the surface of real-
time’s potential.

They may be doing “real-time bidding” on ad impressions, sending push notifi-
cations to groups of people based on some predetermined rules, or triggering 
an email when someone completes an action on a web site, but are they able to 
engage customers with real-time relevant messages at every stage of the cus-
tomer journey? And are they using the customer’s full relationship history and 
up-to-the-moment situational context to inform those messages? No, not really.

However, brands no longer need armies of engineers to build and maintain a 
real-time infrastructure. With companies like mParticle leading the way, the 
technology infrastructure needed to build a real-time customer data pipeline 
spanning across all one’s internal and external warehouses, systems of engage-
ment, and systems of insight has been productized in the past few years. 

With such a foundation, brands can feed predictive modeling engines and 
teams at a speed and scale that was never before possible. They can query all 
of their customer data – including the outputs from these models -- via real-
time APIs, and trigger actions based on any combination of events, attributes, 
modeled scores, and/or change-in-state-based rules.

In this eBook, you will learn:

• The four stages of a decision-action cycle, also known as continuous 
intelligence

•  How continuous intelligence is being applied today to fuel:

1. The next generation of CRM for both digital and physical retailers

2. The efficiency and effectiveness of custom audience buys on platforms 
like Facebook, Google, and Snapchat

3. The customer experience for mobile-led products in categories from 
ridesharing to hospitality

• Steps you can take to get started with real time, right now
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The four stages of the 
decision-action cycle
Creating experiences that “wow” customers and drive long-
term growth requires continuous intelligence, in all the 
moments that matter.

Step 1: Continuously ingest event data
This includes session behavior from websites, apps, and mobile browsers; 
transaction data such as purchases, returns, or discount sensitivity from 
e-commerce and POS systems; campaign data such as promotional and 
response history; and engagement metrics from channel engagement systems.

Step 2: Understand the situation
This requires consolidating and standardizing the information collected, 
resolving identity and merging profile information (where applicable), and 
adding users to segments – all in real-time.

Step 3: Determining the appropriate response
This can involve sending and receiving back modelled attributes (e.g. 
propensity scores) from whatever decisioning engine a brand should choose to 
employ.

Step 4: Deploying the appropriate response
From a customer perspective, the action taken may or may not happen 
synchronously with the event. One way to deploy an immediate response is via 
triggers: e.g., “if person in Segment A crosses geo-fence X” then trigger “push 
notification Y”. But triggers can also be used to take real-time actions that a 
customer doesn’t immediately notice: for example, if “person in Segment A 
crosses geo-fence X” then update an attribute “visited_store=Y”. Brands can 
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also take advantage of real-time intelligence via a look up. For example, “look 
up web visitor userID in profile store” and then “if male=Y” deploy “creative 
12345”. The next section will cover some real-life examples of both the trigger 
(push) and lookup (pull) approaches.

What’s critical with all continuous intelligence hubs is that they offer 
bi-directional integrations, creating a closed loop feedback mechanism, so the 
system can learn and improve over time.
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Putting data-in-motion 
into action
With continuous intelligence, marketing teams can 
personalize experiences based on all available context.

Overstock: Contextual marketing and 
personalization

Overstock’s marketing stack consists of a three-part data foundation—a CDP, a 
data warehouse, and a machine learning provider. 

This framework—built on a real-time streaming architecture—enables Overstock to 
create hyper-personalized experiences across every digital touchpoint. 

When someone visits the site, Overstock performs a real-time look-up of the user’s 
profile in the CDP (mParticle) to determine which products are displayed. As the 
customer continues to engage, the site is further personalized in response to their 
actions and intent. As a result, no two visitors will see the same Overstock.com.

Real-time data is also tailor traditional marketing campaigns. Overstock leverages 
predictive modeling to optimize message send time down to a specific user 
and time of the day. However, when an email is sent and to whom is only part of 
the strategy. Similar to the web site, when a user opens the email message, an 
API call is made to customize the creative based on the latest customer profile 
information—up to the minute.

Burger King: Location-based promotions and 
gamification
In late 2018, Burger King was relaunching its app with the goal of increasing 
mobile ordering frequency. The first step was getting more people to download 
and use the app.
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To this end, BK launched the “Whopper Detour” campaign to generate app usage 
and spread the message that people could order a Whopper through the app 
from wherever they were, even if they were at a competitor’s storefront. 

Here’s how it worked: using the customer’s real-time location data, BK would 
trigger an offer for a free Whopper via the Burger King mobile app whenever a 
customer was within 600 ft of a McDonald’s. The coupons had to be cashed 
within an hour of delivery, leading customers to promptly leave McDonald’s and 
rush to the nearest Burger King location to claim their free burger. 

Successful execution of this campaign required not only implementing a 
location provider and other tools, but also the ability to synchronize customer 
data across their stack and deliver contextual messaging in real time. To 
pull it off, the BK team leveraged mParticle to consolidate data across the 
mobile app, geolocation tracking and geofencing services, and cross-channel 
messaging providers.

The campaign catapulted the BK app to the top of the App Store’s most popular 
list for an entire week, displacing incumbents Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, 
and Snapchat.

SeatGeek: Real-time, people-based advertising
SeatGeek suspected that a sizable percentage of their paid media acquisition 
campaigns were being spent on ad impressions delivered to existing custom-
ers—an obvious waste of people’s time and SeatGeek’s budget. 

Initially, the team solved for this by running queries of current users’ device 
IDs and uploading the resulting list manually as suppression lists to the major 
identity-centric media platforms. However, it required hours of manual work for 
every upload and was not scalable across platforms. Furthermore, it did not 
allow them to activate customer data in real time. 

Using mParticle, SeatGeek centralized audience segmentation within the mParti-
cle platform and orchestrate those audiences across channels via API. SeatGeek 
was able to automatically update and sync their user suppression lists to 
media partners effortlessly. Changes were reflected automatically in real-time, 
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significantly increasing the efficiency of their spend on those platforms and 
delivering the messages that mattered to their customers in the moment. 

SeatGeek’s automated audience suppression strategy led to a 12% increase in 
marketing spend efficiency.

Via: Product-led growth
Via, the New York-based ride-sharing service, uses real-time data not only 
to fuel its marketing but also to optimize the quality of service it delivers 
to its customers.

One of the biggest obstacles to a high-quality service experience in the 
ride-sharing category is the time it takes for a rider’s car to arrive. To reduce 
wait time, Via ingests the location associated with customer ride-request data 
and compares it to the location on active driver apps. Comparing the two, Via 
then instantly delivers push notifications that prompt drivers to head towards 
high-density areas where they are more likely to be assigned to a ride. The 
innovation has allowed drivers to use their time most efficiently while providing 
a better pick-up experience for riders. 

Through tactics like these, Via’s growth team has built a product people love.  
The result: more than 85% of Via’s growth is linked to referrals and word-of-
mouth marketing.
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Get started with real 
time, right now
Companies from all verticals are interested in real-time data 
collection and activation, in all sorts of ways.

Unfortunately, traditional processes and systems can’t keep pace with the 
speed of digital journeys. While consumers expect brands to use the most 
recent and relevant data about them to deliver personalized experiences “in 
the moment”, traditional database approaches can’t handle real-time data in a 
meaningful way in order to deliver a seamless, omnichannel experience.

Fortunately, real-time data infrastructure is now available as a service from 
companies like mParticle. To get started:

• Focus on right time for your consumer and business: Question, assess 
and then match the speed of response to the specific requirements of the 
business activity. Many decisions don’t need real time or near real time, while 
others do.

• Pinpoint your use cases: Ask, what specific marketing or consumer 
experience opportunities could I unlock with real-time data management 
and activation?

• Define the business value of real-time automation: Ask, How many hours 
are spent by analytics, engineering, product, and marketing teams manually 
completing data processes? How many opportunities are missed due to the 
“time value of data”? How much media is you wasted on stale segments?

• Acquire or develop the necessary skills for real-time: Typically, for mar-
keting and CX use cases, this involves a hub-and-spoke model of a modern 
customer data platform to unify and govern data and an MMP, real-time 
email service provider and/or other applications as the spokes. The CDP can 
detect situations and prescribe specific actions based on predetermined 
logic, and/or you can utilize a machine learning engine if there is a require-
ment for probabilistic reasoning in addition to deterministic reasoning.  
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If you decide to partner with a CDP provider to accelerate your real-time ambi-
tions, here are some questions to consider:

• Situational awareness: Can the CDP sense, collect, and process event data 
in the context of moment-based interaction opportunities? For example, can 
the CDP handle geospatial data and enrich that data with meaningful “place” 
intelligence (e.g. airport, owned retail location, competitors’ retail location) 
in real-time?

• Customer intelligence: Can the CDP resolve identity and assign customers 
to segments in real-time? Can the CDP ingest modeled attributes (e.g. from a 
machine learning engine) and append it to a person’s profile in real-time?

• Real-time orchestration: Can the CDP automate the delivery of actions in 
response to an event? Does this include both “push” (trigger-based) and 
“pull” (lookup) methods, or just one or the other? Can it do this across any 
system or just its own execution tools? Does the CDP collect the relevant 
consent and push tokens necessary to interact with consumers in real-time?

 
If you’d like to learn more about how to integrate real-time data collection and 
activation into your business and marketing operations, we can help! Get in 
touch here to see if mParticle is right for you and get started with real-time, 
right now.
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Trusted by the world’s best brands
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